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and even erroneous. But if he is seeking the Truth sincerely
and with all his being, he must be called a spiritual
aspirant.
Every person, however, has his own approach to the
Truth. Every individual has "to create and choose the path7'.
The path is dependent upon his temperament and is deter-
mined by "the total effect or momentum of impressions",
acquired by the individual in previous lives.2 In the world
of persons, we cannot mechanically apply any universal
laws. All the so-called laws of guidance are only abstract
generalisations based upon the observation of the spiritual
development of individuals. Every individual ought, there-
fore, to be striving towards the goal which is Liberation,
and to which he feels drawn inwardly. If he is true
to this Inner Urge or nisus, he need not mould his life in
conformity with any external laws.
It is, however, quite useful to note certain general
features which are seen to characterise the lives of the
•aspirants. The general features characterising the spiritual
progress of aspirants are as follows:—
(1) They all aim at finding out the highest value.
(2) And, in order to realise the highest value, they
•try to attain complete control over the sub-conscious mind.
Complete control over the sub-conscious mind is
usually achieved along three lines, which are distinct and
yet complimentary. (^') From, moment to moment, the
.aspirant tries to live only through such experiences as
will strengthen the good sanskaras and weed out the bad
ones. (ii) The aspirant reserves some time for concentra-
tion upon the Highest in its impersonal aspect, and tries
to bring his entire personality in tune with the Infinite One.
(Hi) The aspirant seeks a Truth-realised Perfect Master;
and having found the Beloved, he surrenders himself to
2 Questions and Answers, p. 16.

